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THE beginning of the school year can 
stir up strong emotions. Some stu-
dents are excited about returning to 
the classroom, while others are filled 
with stress and anxiety. The way those 
emotions are addressed at home can 
set the tone for the rest of the year. 

“It’s important for parents to be 
thinking about how to help their kids 
gradually make that transition,” says 
Kari Deschambault, a mental-health 
clinician with Kidthink Children’s 
Mental Health Centre in Winnipeg.

Kidthink opened in early 2019 and 
provides mental illness treatment and 
outreach services for kids aged 12 and 
under.

“Seventy per cent of mental illness 
has its onset in early childhood and 
adolescence, so that’s why it’s import-
ant to focus on those earlier age 
groups,” she says.

Below are some practical tips 
from Deschambault for prioritizing 
mental well-being during a particu-
larly stressful time of year:

Return to regular 
programming early

Summer vacation usually means 
a departure from structured daily 
routines. Since kids thrive on predict-
ability, Deschambault suggests get-
ting back to a regular sleep and meal 
schedule one to two weeks before the 
first day of school. 

Strive for a balanced schedule

School and extra-curricular activities 
often go hand-in-hand. When sign-
ing up for piano lessons and sports 
teams, leave room on the calendar for 
downtime. “Unstructured play is usu-
ally how kids de-stress,” she says. “If 
they’re involved in too many activities, 
they can get stressed and fatigued 
and that can really contribute to a 
deterioration in mental health.”

Make room for mental health

Give kids space to talk about their 
thoughts and feelings about heading 
back to school. If they’re anxious, visit-
ing the schoolyard or meeting with 

the teacher before classes start can 
help calm those nerves.

Encourage a growth mindset

Focusing on grades can take away 
from a student’s enjoyment of school. 
Instead, try praising their work effort, 
problem-solving and creativity. It’s 
also important to help kids under-
stand that failure is a natural part of 
the growth and learning process.

Practise facing fears

Kids aren’t immune to social anxiety. 
If your child is worried about making 
friends and meeting new people, it 
can help to remind them that their 
classmates are likely feeling the same 
way. Deschambault says the only way 
to overcome this and other kinds of 
anxiety is to face fears head on — the 
outcome is never as bad as what’s 
been imagined and avoidance only 
leads to more anxiety. 

— Eva Wasney

Kimberley Adair-Gagnon
Grades 7-8, 
Windsor Park Collegiate

Even though Kimberley Adair-Gagnon is 
headed into her 20th year of teaching, it’s been a 
while since she’s had her own classroom.

For the last three years, she worked as an 
instructional support teacher with the Louis Riel 
School Division, helping out at schools all over 
southeast Winnipeg. This year, she’s one of three 
teachers tasked with starting a new junior high 
program at Windsor Park Collegiate.

“I almost feel like a new teacher again,” Adair-
Gagnon says.

Next week, about 75 students in Grades 7 and 8 
will be taking over one wing of the high school.

The new program was born out of necessity to 
help deal with chronic over-enrolment at École 
Sage Creek School — according to a 2018 Free 
Press article, the school was expected to be over 
capacity by 140 students last September. To ad-
dress the problem, the division has decided to 
move the school’s junior high population to Wind-
sor Park and Collège Béliveau, for the French-
immersion students.

Adair-Gagnon is excited about the fresh start.
“This area was not an often-used space in the 

school before, they were able to totally redesign it 
to make it fit a middle-years program,” she says.

Her new classroom has bright white walls and 
plenty of natural light. It is one of three rooms that 
surrounds a central common area that will soon be 
filled with couches and space for group work.

On Aug. 20, just a few hours after she and her 
colleagues were able to get into the school for 
the first time during the summer, Adair-Gagnon 
already had a few things up on the walls and was 
brainstorming ways to make her students feel at 
home.

“Things that are going to become routine and 
support learning in the classroom every day, that 
warrants wall space for me,” she says, looking 
around the room. “I want my students to see them-
selves reflected in the space… I don’t want to take 
over the space with my stuff or my agenda.”

She hopes to achieve that with bulletin boards 
reserved for student work and questions. There 
is also a graffiti wall and a giant black-and-white 
line drawing of a fish where students can colour 
whenever they need to de-stress. Adair-Gagnon 
is quite literally creating a blank canvas for her 
students to imprint upon.

Even though she planned on spending a few 
hours at the school organizing her room and les-
son-planning every day for the last two weeks of 
her vacation, Adair-Gagnon doesn’t view the prep 
work as a burden. Quite the opposite, actually.

Like Battaglia, Adair-Gagnon has also been 
thinking about school all summer. She spent most 
of July working on her master’s degree and led 
a professional development workshop for other 
teachers earlier this month.

“I was just so ready to take all of that learning 
and consolidate it and come back to the class-
room,” she says.

As with any extended vacation, the desire to get 
back to work has also started to creep in.

“You start getting the itch to get back into 
routine, and of course it’s really motivating to 
come and start with a clean slate to set up your 
classroom for this new, eager group of kids that 
are going to be starting soon,” she says, adding 
that she probably won’t sleep much the night 
before the first day of school.

Adair-Gagnon wasn’t the only teacher in the 
school when the Free Press visited; her colleague 
Anita Fedoruk was two classrooms over, unpack-
ing boxes and getting her own room ready. The 
prep time also gives teachers a valuable opportu-
nity to connect with each other sans students.

“The beautiful thing is that we all bring a dif-
ferent expertise to the program,” Adair-Gagnon 
says. “The more that we can work together, the 
better it is for the students.”

Stephen Lewis
Grades 9-12, 
Collège Sturgeon Heights Collegiate

As the head of the English department at Col-
lège Sturgeon Heights Collegiate, Stephen Lewis 
has to plan well beyond his own syllabus.

There are some new teachers joining the 
department this fall and Lewis has spent the past 
two months creating welcome binders to help 
them get ready for the year ahead.

“Because I’m a leader in this group, I want to 
make sure the teachers are as comfortable as 
possible and have the resources they need,” he 
says. “That makes me feel better because then I 
can start looking at what I need to do.”

Within his own room, he has to make sure the 
space is arranged in a way that makes sense for 
all of the grade levels he teaches. He has the 
desks set up in a way that’s conducive to group 
work and has designated bulletin boards for work 
from each of his classes.

“I like to have them put their own work out there 
so people can talk about it or ask questions, and it’s 
also a way of helping them feel valued,” he says.

Between reading essays aloud and offering up 
personal interpretations on a piece of literature, 
there’s a lot of vulnerability in a high school Eng-
lish class. Because of this, the decor in Lewis’s 
room comes secondary to the social expectations 
of the space.

He tackles this in the first week of classes by 
bringing his students in on the planning process. 
As a group, they talk about how to foster respect 
and trust and how to disagree with one another in 
a positive way — a skill that will come in handy 
for the students headed off to university next 
year.

“It’s OK to disagree and it doesn’t mean there’s 
some dislike of the person,” Lewis explains. 
“There’s different ways of dealing with disagree-
ments so you’re being respectful and able to sup-
port the person’s thinking.”

His students also get a say in what the cur-
riculum will look like. While he likes to include 
classics like Shakespeare and Of Mice and Men
on the reading list, he also encourages students to 
pick their own books to analyze.

“I’ve been teaching for 25 years and I’m trying 
to keep up with the times and adapt, and I realize 
kids really develop and enjoy their own books,” 
he says.

“Any piece of literature that you study with 
them is going to be different because of their var-
ious backgrounds and experiences… It’s always 
exciting to see their processes and help them get 
to their own meaning through inquiry.”

The results of this kind of inquiry is on display 
above a bank of cabinets in one corner of Lewis’s 
room. The colourful paintings, woodworking 
projects and origami sculptures were all made 
by past students in response to a reading as-
signment. They serve as inspiration for future 
students and a reminder for Lewis of the creative 
potential of young minds.

As a veteran teacher, Lewis has had his fair 
share of first days of school. However, dealing 
with the onslaught of daily classes and meetings 
after two months off doesn’t get any easier.

“You kind of hit it full-bore,” he says. “It gets 
very busy, which is good, but it just takes some 
getting used to coming out of the summer.”

Despite the challenges of transitioning back to 
work, Lewis says the break is a vital part of the 
annual teaching cycle.

“It takes a while to decompress and make sure 
you’re attending to different personal needs that 
were neglected during the school year because 
it’s so busy for every level of teacher, and then it’s 
important to take the time to refine your prac-
tice,” he says.

eva.wasney@freepress.mb.ca
Twitter: @evawasney

Transition tips for kids
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Grade 7/8 teachers Anita Fedoruk (left) and Kimberley 
Adair-Gagnon set up at Windsor Park Collegiate.
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Collège Sturgeon Heights Collegiate English teacher 
Stephen Lewis
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HAT with the provincial election heating 
up and the United States-China trade 
war threatening to derail the world’s 

economy, this seems like a good time to write 
another enlightening column about my dogs.

As regular readers already know, I like to 
write about my dogs from time to time because, 
owing to the fact that they are dogs, they rarely 
read newspaper columns and are unlikely to hire 
lawyers and launch expensive libel lawsuits.

Today’s column will focus on the newest mem-
ber of our canine family, Juno,  a scruffy little 
“schnoodle” — a feisty blend of schnauzer and 
poodle that looks like a throw pillow with legs, 
although my daughter insists she resembles “bad 
taxidermy.”

When we adopted Juno almost two years ago, 
we fell in love with her prominent underbite and 
snaggle-toothed grin that made it look as if she 
was auditioning for a role as Adorable Street 
Urchin in an all-dog production of Oliver Twist.

It turned out that most of her teeth were rotten 
and had to be removed by our beloved family vet, 
Dr. Jim Broughton, who owns Exclusively Cats 
Animal Hospital on Corydon Avenue, but has 
looked after our dogs for more than 30 years.

With only four teeth left in her head, Juno’s 
tongue now dangles in a carefree manner from 
the side of her crooked little mouth, giving her a 
permanently confused expression.

My wife was admiring that expression the 
other night when, suddenly, she gasped: “Ewww! 
What’s that THING on Juno’s lip?”

We initially thought that thing might be a 
creepy tick, but it turned out to be a mysterious 
growth, which, naturally, caused us to become 
alarmed and contact our vet, who asked me to 
email him photographs of the lump to study.

“You have an excellent future in Dog Lump 
Photography,” is what Dr. Broughton told me 
in his emailed reply. “I will need to remove the 
growth just to be safe.”

It is never fun to drag a beloved family 
member out of bed and leave her whimpering at 
a veterinary clinic, so I made my wife do it. A 
few hours later, while I was sitting at the home 
computer pounding out a column, the vet called 
to say the surgery had gone fine and Juno was 
ready to be picked up.

The only bad news was that, to prevent her 
from scratching the stitches on her face, she was 
going to need to wear one of those goofy-looking 
cones with her head sticking out of the middle.

What with owning a cat clinic, our vet did 
not have doggie-sized cones, so I had to drop 
into another veterinary office, and while I was 
standing at the counter, my wife called to point 
out that I am an idiot because we already own a 
turquoise-coloured canine cone, which appar-
ently we bought for our main dog, Bogey, a few 
years ago.

But that’s beside the point. The point is I went 
to pick up Juno and the veterinary assistants 
gently placed the turquoise cone over her head 
before she came scrambling and squealing out of 
the back room to greet me.

I am somewhat ashamed to say this, but at the 
sight of her groggy face poking out from the mid-
dle of this floppy cloth cone, I burst into laughter, 
which — and all you pet owners will understand 
this — Juno did not appreciate in the slightest.

As soon as we left the office and rounded the 

corner to my car, Juno and her wounded pride 
marched over to the side of the clinic, firmly 
pressed the cone containing her head against the 
exterior wall, and refused to budge.

As curious pedestrians wandered by, I had the 
following conversation with my dog, who was 
able to reply telepathically:
Me: “What’s wrong?”
Juno: “I can’t believe you did this to me. The 

indignity!”
Me: “What? You look great.”
Juno: “I look like a (bad word) satellite dish! 

Or some kind of psychedelic flower with a dog’s 
head sticking out of the centre.”
Me: “Ha. It’s all in your head.”
Juno: “That’s kind of the point.”
When we finally got home, my out-of-sorts 

mutt was forced to endure the further indignity 
of being sniffed from top to bottom by our other 
dog, Bogey, who seemed visibly pleased that he 
was not the one being forced to wander around 
sporting a cone on his head.

It probably doesn’t help Juno’s somewhat bat-
tered self-image that I have been trailing around 
after her taking dozens of photos on my smart-
phone to send to friends and family, all of whom 
end up laughing so hard they are at risk of hav-
ing an accident on their living room carpets.

For her part, our furry little patient is doing 
her best to bravely navigate our home and the 
backyard, but it’s not easy because the (bad 
word) cone keeps bumping into, or getting caught 
in, furniture and doorways, not to mention low-
hanging tree limbs.

Every once in a while, she will refuse to let us 
look at her sad face, choosing instead to press the 
floppy cone up against a wall to seal out the cruel 
world that has treated her so unfairly.

The growth removed from her lip is being 
shipped out to be analyzed, and it’s probably 
nothing, but our normally fun-loving pet has to 
continue playing the part of a depressed Cone-
head for several more days until the stitches 
dissolve.

It’s stressful for all concerned. In fact, I don’t 
know how anyone can think of elections or trade 
wars at a time like this.

doug.speirs@freepress.mb.ca

Doug’s dog enters 
cone of silence

Little Juno’s not a happy puppy
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